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ABSTRACT 
Lithium-ion batteries are the main power source of 

electric vehicles (EVs). Prediction of battery State-of-
Charge (SoC) for EV is important but challenging because 
battery SoC cannot be directly measured through 
onboard sensors. This paper proposes a surrogate model 
for battery SoC evaluation based on a Pseudo 2-
Dimensional (P2D) model, offering increased physical 
insight and predictability than the conventional 
Resistance-Capacitor (RC) model in a computationally 
efficient way. By simulating battery performance under 
different cycles using COMSOL, the proposed P2D model 
demonstrates its strong representation capability 
quantified by Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which can 
be controlled below 0.03 under all studied conditions 
while providing physical and analytical characteristics in 
battery operation. Furthermore, based on the simulated 
data from the P2D model, the proposed surrogate 
modeling using Gradient Boosting Machines (GBMs) is 
proposed to build the recurrent model for the voltage 
and SoC prediction using previous voltages. The results 
from GBR with Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 0.0387 
are close to training data with RMSE 0.0258. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Thanks to the progress in advanced power battery 

technology, the blooming development of electric 
vehicles (EVs) effectively has achieved significant 
progress in energy saving and emission reduction in 
recent years [1][2]. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with 

characteristics of high energy, low self-discharge rate 
and long cycle life, therefore, are widely considered as 
the most promising power sources for electrified vehicles 
[3]. It is indispensable to develop battery management 
systems (BMSs) that are important to coordinate the 
work of individual battery cells while maintaining their 
safety and health [4][5]. At the core of BMSs[6] are well-
established battery models that are capable of predicting 
internal characteristics and electro-chemical dynamics of 
the battery during vehicle operation. 

Generally, the internal characteristics and electro-
chemical dynamics of LIBs are represented by 1) 
Equivalent Circuit Model (ECM), 2) Electrochemical 
Model (EM), 3) Electrochemical Impedance Spectrum 
Models, and 4) Data-driven Models [7]. Compared with 
the four types of LIB models above, the pseudo-two-
dimensional (P2D) model is one of the most 
representative EMs that can offer increased physical 
insight and predictability[8]. If the model parameters are 
properly specified, the internal characteristics of LIBs 
could be accurately investigated by electrochemical 
simulation, which is important for the analysis of the 
decay and ageing mechanism of the LIBs [9].  

Single-particle model is a simplified P2D model with 
two spherical particles[10]. It is built on two 
assumptions: 1) the insertion and extraction process of 
lithium-ions occurs on the spherical particles, and 2) the 
concentration and internal potential of the electrolyte 
are constant. However, the single-particle model cannot 
be directly used for vehicle application because these 
two assumptions are not suitable for the LIBs under high 
C-rate charging and discharging conditions. It is not 
suitable to serve many purposes such as estimation and 
life modelling of Li-ion batteries due to excessive 
simulation deviations.  To overcome the problem, this 
paper proposes a P2D model with spherical particles 
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surrounded by the electrolyte using incorporating 
statistical learning methods. This work aims to improve 
the representation capability of the battery model for 
evaluation of battery State-of-Charge (SOC). 

SOC estimation methods can be classified into 1) 
direct estimation methods, 2) filtering methods, and 3) 
data-driven methods [11]. Direct estimation methods 
estimate battery SOC by looking up the SOC-OCV table, 
and the fitness of open-circuit voltage (OCV) curves is 
essential for the direct methods. Filtering methods 
mainly adopt the Kalman filter to estimate the SOC by 
mapping the battery states with observation equations. 
However, it is tough to establish an accurate 
mathematical model of a battery with particular 
complexity and nonlinearity.  

Data-driven methods based on statistical learning 
techniques, such as Neural Networks (NNs), Decision 
Trees (DTs), and Random Forests (RFs), Gradient Boosted 
Machines (GBMs), have been studied for SOC estimation 
[12]. And the data-driven methods cannot provide 
insight into detailed internal battery mechanisms 
because the internal reactions are regarded as a black-
box, and these are employed to build functional 
relationships between input and output variables. 
However, the data-driven methods are also suffering the 
following issues. When adopting the NN method, it is 
easy to fall into the local optimum using gradient-based 
parameter tuning. It is hard for data-driven methods to 
balance optimality and computational efficiency[13]. DTs 
are established by creating sets of rules applied to new 
data of a similar format. RFs are the idea of ensembles 
and randomized such that each has the possibility of 
obtaining a different output for a given input, the results 
of which are combined using a weighted sum with 
different methods. Similarly, GBMs are ensembles of 
many DTs where the maximum depth is heavily limited 
such that the model generalizes more aggressively[14]. 
During distinct application cases, each algorithm can 
perform diversely in training time, accuracy, and 
execution time. In this paper, compared to DTs and RFs, 
GBMs with the ensemble of multiple weak and various 
predictors produce better generalizability. 

When the amount of data is not enough, it is 
untoward for a data-driven scheme to make accurate 
predictions; on the contrary, when the amount of data is 
too large, the computational load increases 
exponentially, causing a significant reduction in 
computation efficiency. To overcome the drawbacks of 
the existing method, a GBMs based surrogate battery 
model producing numerous simulated data combined 

with the P2D model is proposed to emulate the Li-ion 
battery with physical characteristics. The work is 
conducted with two new contributions: 1) a simplified 
P2D model is developed based on the finite volume 
method, and it aims to balance the conflicting goals of 
model accuracy and computational efficiency, and 2) a 
gradient boosting machine is developed to enhance the 
representative capability of the P2D model for OCV and 
SOC prediction. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
the surrogate models from P2D models are described in 
Section 2. Implement simulation to validate the P2D 
model is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 introduces 
State-of-Charge estimation based on gradient boosting 
machine algorithm. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.   

2. SURROGATE MODELS FROM P2D MODELS 

The pseudo-two-dimensional model (P2D) of a 
lithium-ion battery, describing the electrochemical 
behavior with internal Li-ions transfer process and 
external electron motion process, is illustrated in Fig.1. It 
has three main sections, i.e., the electrodes (negative n 
and positive p), the separator s, and the current 
collectors(a, z). The grain size of quasi-spherical active 
particles is in both electrodes. In this paper, active 
particles in the two electrodes are considered spherical. 
The diffusion and the migration of the Li-ions are 
performed through these active particles along their r-
axises. Based on the porous electrode theory, the P2D 
model is built on a series of coupled nonlinear partial 
differential-algebraic equations (PDAEs), representing 
the conservation of mass and charge in the three 
sections of the Li-ion battery. The details of the P2D 
model are given below. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the P2D cell model[7] 

2.1 Li-ion diffusion equation in the solid phase 
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Following Fick's second law [15], the Li-ions 
concentration, c, of the solid spherical particles of the 
positive (p) and negative (n) electrodes yields. 
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where s

pD is the solid phase diffusion coefficient of the Li-

ions within the solid particles(“eff” suffixes represents 

effective values); ( ),j x t is the local volumetric transfer 

current density at position x and time t ( j >0 represents 

discharge), and r is the radius of the all particles. 

2.2 Potential equation in the solid phase 

Based on Ohm's law, the potential distribution s  

in the solid phase is  
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Due to physical constraints, zero flux boundary 
conditions at the interface between electrodes and the 
separator are described as: 
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where ,eff i is the effective solid-phase conductivity. 

2.3 Li-ion diffusion in the electrolyte phase 

Similarly, in the positive and negative electrodes, the 
electrolyte concentration is described as: 
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where ,eff iD  is the effective electrolyte ionic diffusivity; 

t+  is transference number; i is the porosities. 

The initial and boundary conditions are presented by 
imposing zero-flux boundary, i.e.,  
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At the separator interface, the continuity of 
electrolyte concentration and fluxes should satisfy 
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2.4 Potential equation in the electrolyte phase 

According to Ohm's law, the potential distributions 

in the electrolyte phase e is  
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And the boundary conditions are 
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At the separator interfaces, similar to the electrolyte 
concentration, the continuity of the potential and fluxes 
should satisfy 
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where eff represents electrolyte conductivities.  

2.5 Temperature 

Temperature variations are described through the 
thermal dynamics including ohmic generation rates 

,ohm pQ , reversible generation rates ,rev pQ , and reaction 

generation rates ,rxn pQ . Their relationship obeys 
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where ,ohm pQ is the heat generated by the movement of 

lithium-ions in the solid/liquid; ,rxn pQ accounts for the 

heat generated from ionic flux and over-potentials; and 

,rev pQ is the heat rise caused by the entropy change [16]; 

i  is the density.  

Boundary conditions considering the continuity of 
solution and continuity of flux are [17]: 
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2.6 Ionic flux 

The flux of the Li-ion intercalation/deintercalation 
reactions at each electrolyte is modeled by the Butler-
Volmer kinetics formula, 
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where i represents p and n because the ionic flux takes 

place in only the positive and negative electrodes; i  is 

the overpotentials. 
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2.7 Separator 

Based on the assumption that there is only diffusion 
(no ionic flux) at the separator, diffusion in the 
electrolyte phase at the separator is modeled by  
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Likewise, the electrolyte potential (also ignoring the 
ionic flux) is, 
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2.8 Current Collectors  

Owing to the absence of electrolyte and solid 
particles, the temperature conservation in the current 
collectors is expressed by  
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According to Newton’s law of cooling, Eq. (27) and 

Eq. (28) are expressed as: 
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where, the heat exchange coefficient, h, is proportional 
to the reciprocal of temperature insulation. The positive 
and negative current collectors are denoted by a and z. 

2.9 Solving of the PDAEs  

In this paper, the finite volume method (FVM) [18] is 
employed to solve the DAE by discretizing the domains 
of the independent variables, the time, t, and dimension, 
x, and a 1-Dimensional FVM model is built for solving 
equations. The core of the FVM is the discretization of 
dimension x and pseudo-second-dimension r. As 
illustrated in Fig.2, a structure in the x-direction is 
developed by dividing the spatial domain into five non-
overlapped sub-domains, i.e., Na, Np, Ns, Nn, Nz, 
representing the current collector at positive electrode 
side, positive electrode, splitter, a negative electrode, 
and current collector at negative electrode side. The 

interval with a center xn is [ 1 2 1 2,n nx x− + ]. The complexity 

of Li-ion diffusion equation is the main factor influencing 
computational efficiency. To minimize the 
computational effort, the two-parameter polynomial 
approximation [8] is employed in this paper. The P2D 
model is programmed in MATLAB, and the static 
parameters and dynamic parameter ranges are selected 
following ref. [14]. 

x=L

r r

x=0

c1 p s n c2

xn-1 xn xn+1

x

 

Fig. 2 Model discretization 

3. GRADIENT BOOSTING ALGORITHM FOR 
IMPROVED SOC ESTIMATION 
As illustrated in Fig.3, the statistic model is trained 

with the P2D model producing simulated data to obtain 
a surrogate model This paper uses the Gradient Boosting 
Machines (GBMs) model for statistic learning, because 
GBMs has shown the strong capability of generalization. 
Then a recurrent model is built to predict the voltage and 
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SOC. The details of the GBMs model are discussed as 
follows. 

3.1 Gradient boosting machines  

The GBMs aims to solve a minimization problem 
defined as 
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where mw is a vector of weighting factors for GBM tree; 

ms is a list of weak learners of which minimizes the loss 

function with squared-error [19]. 
Assuming M decision trees will be constructed, the 

GBR model is started with an initial model f 0(x), for each 
iteration m = 1, 2, ⋯, M, compensating the residues is 

equivalent to optimizing the coefficients mw and ms . 

Since it is hard to find the analytical solution of Eq. 
(29), this paper utilizes gradient descent to approximate 

the optimal settings of mw  and ms . The gradient of the 

GBMs model can be calculated by 
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where mg is the negative gradient calculation evaluated 

using the previous model.  

The optimal ms can be solved using least square 

formulation, 
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The weighting factors of the resulting decision tree, 

mw , and the gradient-descent step length µm, are  

determined by using a line search method; specifically, 
shrinkage known as learning rate or update rate, which 
is often used in gradient boosting, is controlled by 

introducing a new variable m   
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Ultimately, this proposed problem is solved in the 
Python package Sci-Kit Learn. 

3.2 A recurrent model with the GBMs based surrogate 
models 

In view of the flexibility of machine learning, the 
typical sets of data are adopted by matching and 
swapping inputs and outputs. Therefore, sets of training 
and test data are manipulated by means of time and  . 
Previous voltages are used as inputs to predict several 

next voltages, as described in Eq. (34) and (35). newX  

and newY  arrays are generated by oldX arrays using a 

set of parameters and previous discharge voltages to 
predict the next voltage. 

     , : ,new oldX i X i n n Y i = +    (34) 

   , 1new oldY i X i n = + +
  (35) 

To clarify this recurrent process as shown in Fig. 4 

can be modified to different values. Similarly, the SOC 
value at each voltage point can be created to predict SOC 
in such a way. 

Input Output

n = 0

Input

Output

n = 1

 

Fig. 4 The generation of recurrent data when =5  

3.3  Dataset and model learning 

In this work, as described in Fig. 5, the simulated data 
from P2D model is partitioned into three sub-groups, 

Simulated Data

Train Pairs(60%)

Test Pairs(20%)

Train Models

Evaluate Models
Analyze Output

RMSE

Validation Pairs(20%) Recurrent Models

Split

Fig. 3 Process of the surrogate model 
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60% for training, 20% for testing, and 20% for validation. 
The data is collected from 1800 individual discharging 
tests. The vectors of voltages are disassembled at first 
and then reassembled such that the input values include 
a list of parameters and  voltages, and the output 
value is the next voltage or next SOC. The range of 
dynamic parameters, including conductivity of 
electrodes, diffusion coefficient, reaction rate, and Li+ 
transference numbers, is obtained in [9]. 
 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Comparison with the benchmark simulation tool 

To validate the numerical calculation of P2D model 
with thermal dynamics, a comparison study is conducted 
by using the commercial battery modeling software 
COMSOL Multiphysics as the benchmark. The battery 
performance, including voltage, temperature, and solid-
phase Li-ion concentration, simulated from the two 
modeling methods are compared in Fig. 6. 

 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Current

Current

+

-

Diffusion equation  
in the solid phase

Diffusion equation 
in the electrolyte 

phase 

Diffusion equation 
in the separator 

Diffusion equation 
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the solid phase
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the electrolyte 
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the solid phase

 Open circuit 
potential

Over-potential

Ohm Potential

Over-potential

 Open circuit 
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Negative
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Dimension-
reduction 
solution

Diffusion equation 
in the solid phase

Electrochemical Equation Li-ion  Concentration Battery Potential

Potential in the 
electrolyte phase 

Li-ion 
Migration

Potential in the 
electrolyte phase 

Gradient Boosting Machine 
based Surrogate model 

Simulated Data
Discarge Curves

Simulated Data

Train Pairs(60%)

Test Pairs(20%)

Validation Pairs(20%)

Train Models

Evaluate Models

Recurrent Models

Analyze Output
RMSE Split

Voltage
SoC

Predict

 
Fig. 5 Prediction and surrogate model 
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(c) 

Fig.6 Validation results (a) Cell Voltage ;(b) 
Temperature;(c) Solid phase Li-ion concentration 

As shown in Fig. 6, the cell voltage, temperature, and 
other internal states for P2D model are nearly identical 
to COMSOL. 

Table I compares the Root Mean Square Errors 
(RMSEs) under different cycles. RMSE is high in 10C 
discharging due to the simplification of the solid-phase 
diffusion model. 

Table I Comparison of RMSEs under different 
discharging conditions 

C rate RMSE 

0.1C 0.052 

1C 0.093 

5C 0.225 

4.2 First Scenario—constant discharge cycles 

With the heat exchange coefficient h fixed in 
1W/(m2K), the voltage and temperature of the battery 
under constant current discharging are simulated by the 
proposed P2D model. The results obtained at 0.5C, 1C, 
and 2C discharging conditions are compared in Fig. 7. It 
indicates that the temperature increases during the 
discharging; the high rising rate of the temperature 
under 2C discharge mainly accounts for the electrolyte 
concentration being driven to zero in the positive 
electrode due to the high discharge rate. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7 Full discharge cycle under different C rates 
(0.5C/1C/2C) (a)Voltage comparison;(b) Temperature 

comparison 

4.3 Second Scenario—heat exchange coefficient 

Different heat exchange coefficients with constant 
1C discharge are compared and the results are shown in 
Fig. 8.  The high heat exchange coefficient has the most 
challenging impact on the dynamic simulations. As 
expected in Fig. 8, decreasing the value of the heat 
exchange coefficients h leads to a faster increase of the 
cell temperature with 0.01W/(m2K)). 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 8 1C discharge cycle under different heat exchange 
parameters (0.01/1/100W/(m2K)) (a)Voltage 

comparison;(b) Temperature comparison 
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4.4 Third Scenario—charge-discharge cycle 

Charge-discharge cycle is designed to simulate a real 
scene, the battery is charged during braking and 
discharged during driving, as shown in Fig. 9. In this case, 
the different C rates in Table I with charge-discharge 
cycle are mainly responsible for the cell voltage variety 
with discontinuous changes producing voltage sudden 
drops. The temperature rises at first, followed by a 
decrease mainly due to the lower current density applied 
and heat exchange with the environment. 

Table II Charging-discharging simulation 
Time C rate 

0-50 -1C 

50-100 0.5C 

100-250 -0.5C 

250-450 -1C 

450-460 -2C 

460-660 -1C 

660-665 0.5C 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 9. Charging-Discharging cycle (a) Current density; 
(b)Cell voltage; (c)Temperature; (d)SOC 

4.5 Voltage Prediction 

It is a challenge for a real-time and closed loop 
control system to employ many sets of complicated 
equations based on the physical model. Thus, the model 
is established by using previous voltages to predict the 
next point including voltages at a fixed interval, 
combined with different importance on different 
previous data history. 

 

Fig. 10 Gradient-boosted regression voltage prediction 
by using 5 previous voltages 

As shown in Fig. 10, the results from GBMs RMSE of 
0.0387 are close to the training data without GBMs of 
RMSE 0.0258. 

4.6 SOC Prediction 

Based on the control methods and voltage 
prediction, it is desirable to obtain SOC estimates for 
current points or future points or both. The relationship 
between SoC and voltage at the constant current in Fig. 
11, is obtained by the corresponding previous voltage 
weight to predict the current SOC value in simulation. 
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Fig. 11 SoC and voltage at the constant current 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, the pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D) 

model has been discussed and analyzed, taking into 
account the efficiency and accuracy. A simplification 
method for modelling and computation has been 
proposed to shorten simulation time. Then a recurrent 
model has been established by employing gradient 
boosting machines to predict voltage and SOC. The 
research has demonstrated that the surrogate model 
through the statistical learning could be created to 
predict the dynamic behavior of the physics-based 
model. The conclusions are generalized as follows: 

1.  The simulation results show that the cell voltage, 
temperature, and other internal states in P2D modeling 
are nearly identical to those in COMSOL and the physical 
behaviors are similar in the two models. 

2. The training and recurrent models of voltage 
prediction are effective and the results from GBMs RMSE 
of 0.0387 are close to training data without GBMs of 
RMSE 0.0258; this is useful because the corresponding 
previous voltage weight predicting the current SOC can 
be used to obtain the linear SOC curves. 

3. Since machine learning allows formulation of 
models using input from the same data set, an 
interesting future work subject is development of 
accurate online SOC estimation and prediction models 
based on historical state data of the battery.   
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